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ABSTRACT 

In the last few decades, lead-rubber bearings (LRB) have been installed in a 

number of essential and important structures, like hospitals, universities and bridges, 

which are located in earthquake-prone areas in the world . The main aim of use of LBR is 

providing the structure with period lengthening and the capacity of dissipating a 

considerable amount of earthquake energy to mitigate the damaging effects of strong 

ground motions. Therefore, studying the damage evolution in this kind of devices is 

fundamental to understand and accurately describe their mechanical behavior, so that 

seismically isolated structures can be designed more safely. 

Up to this point, the literature shows that damage mechanics of LBR has been studied 

using Newtonian mechanics and empirical degradation equations because Newtonian 

Mechanics laws only govern what happens to a system at initial load application . Hence, 

phenomenological curve fitting degradation polynomials must be obtained from 

experiments. In this thesis, the Unified Mechanics Theory, which integrates 

Thermodynamics laws and Newtonian Mechanics laws, has been used . As a result, there 

is no need for that empirical polynomial curve fitting in order to describe the degradation 

of the initial stiffness. In Unified Mechanics, every nodal point is defined by two variables 

which cannot exist independently: an unknown displacement and an entropy generation 

rate . Therefore, the stiffness is continuously degraded or healed according to the entropy 

production rate at each node. 
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A finite element model of a lead rubber bearing was constructed in ABAQUS, where a 

user material subroutine UMAT was implemented to define the thermodynamics-based 

damage mechanics viscoplastic constitutive model of lead. Properties of lead such as the 

Young's and shear modulus and the yield strength were obtained from a tensile test of a 

lead specimen (Kalpakidis and Constantinou , 2008), while others like the stress exponent 

and the creep activation energy were taken from Gomez, 2006. Moreover, neo-Hookean 

model was assigned to rubber while steel was considered as having linear elastic 

behavior. 

Several force-displacement hysteresis loops were calculated and compared with test data 

(Constantinou et al , 2007). A very good match with respect to the characteristic strength, 

energy dissipated per cycle, effective stiffness and effective damping was obtained for 

the first three loops, particularly for the second . Other important observation was that the 

damage mechanics model could capture the marked decrease in the energy dissipation 

capacity when going from the first to the second cycle, which usually occurs in LRB. 

Finally, the variation of the degradation parameter ct> throughout the simulation was 

plotted . A simple formula that relates ct> with the number of cycles at the maximum 

displacement was proposed . 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

In this thesis, the Unified Mechanics Theory proposed by Basaran and Yan (1998) 

and Basa ran and Nie (2004 ), and recently proved mathematically by Sosnovskiy and 

Sherbakov (2016), was applied to model the complex behavior of high-purity lead, and 

thus to simulate the hysteretic performance of a lead-rubber bearing . That seismic isolator 

was tested at the Multidisciplinary Center for Earthquake Engineering Research at the 

University at Buffalo as part of a previous investigation developed by Constantinou et al 

(2007). In the literature, all similar studies are based on using Newtonian mechanics and 

empirical degradation equations. This is the first attempt to model the mechanical 

behavior of LRB by means of the Unified Mechanics Theory. 

A brief summary of the content is given in the next lines. In Chapter 2, the mechanical 

properties of lead and LRB are studied . In Chapter 3, the fundamentals of the Unified 

Mechanics Theory are explained with special focus on damage coupled viscoplasticity. 

In Chapter 4, the results of the LRB modelling in ABAQUS are shown with concentration 

on the comparison with those obtained from test data . In Chapter 5, conclusions and 

recommendations are presented . Finally, the subroutine UMAT CDV.f is shown in 

Appendix A. 



CHAPTER 2 

Mechanical Properties of Lead-Rubber Bearings 

2.1. Definition of seismic isolation 

Seismic isolation is a passive control technology in which a system is used to 

provide a structure with period lengthening and ability to absorb energy in order to mitigate 

the deleterious effects of strong ground motions (Constantinou , 2018). The system is 

composed of seismic isolators, which are special devices characterized by having low 

horizontal stiffness and adequate energy dissipation capacity (Kelly, 1997) that lead to 

horizontal isolation from the effects of earthquake shaking and the reduction of 

displacements (see Figure 2-1 ). Therefore, damage in seismically isolated structures and 

their content is considerably reduced (Skinner et al , 1993). 

ACCELSR:ATION 
---FERlODSHIFT 

l 
PERIOD FIERIOO 

Figure 2-1: Reduction in spectral accelerations due to period lengthening {left) 

and reduction of displacements due to energy dissipation {right) 

in seismically isolated structures {Constantinou, 2018) 
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There are two common types of isolators that have been installed in buildings, bridges, 

LNG storage tanks, and other structures around the world : elastomeric bearings, which 

include low- and high-damping rubber bearings and lead rubber bearings (LRB), and 

sliding bearings, which can be categorized in spherical sliding or Friction Pendulum (FP) 

bearings and flat sliding or EradiQuake bearings (Constantinou et al , 2007). Figure 2-2 

shows a LRB, the type of seismic isolator that is studied herein . 

Rubber layers Lead core 

Figure 2-2: Parts of a lead-rubber bearing 

(Kalpakidis and Constantinou, 2008) 

In LRB, the lead core is typically cut longer than the height of the rubber bearing and is 

compressed upon bolting of the steel plates (flange plates) to the end plates (internal 

steel plates), so that it expands laterally and wedges into the rubber layers between the 

shim plates. Under such confined conditions, lead provides excellent energy dissipation 

capability (Kalpakidis and Constantinou, 2008). 
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2.2. Hysteretic behavior of lead-rubber bearings 

Lead-rubber isolation bearings are assumed to have the idealized behavior shown 

in Figure 2-3. The principal parameters are the characteristic strength Qd and the post

elastic stiffness Kd, which can be calculated using the following formulas: 

(2 - 1) 

(2 - 2) 

where AL is the area of the lead core, CJyL is the effective yield strength of lead, fL is a 

parameter that accounts for the effect of the lead core on Kd (in general, fL is considered 

equal to 1), G is the effective shear modulus of rubber, Ar is the bonded rubber area, and 

Tr is the total rubber thickness. 

LATERAL 
FORCE 

CHARACTERISTIC 
STRENGTH POST-E LASTIC 

STIFFNESS 

LATERALD\DISPLACEMENT 

MAXIMUM 
DISPLACEMENT DISPLACEMENT 

YIELD 

Figure 2-3: Idealized force-displacement curve of a lead-rubber bearing 

(Kalpakidis and Constantinou, 2008) 
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The value of the elastic stiffness Ku is expected to be close to 10 times the post-elastic 

stiffness Kd (see Figure 2-4), while the yield displacement Dy varies from 12 to 25 mm. 

100 

"' .92 /mm 

0 100 l I 
Di. placen nl (mm) 

Figure 2-4: Force-displacement hysteresis loops for the lead-rubber bearings 

used in the Wellington Press Building, New Zealand (Skinner et al, 1993) 

The energy dissipation capacity of LRB is closely related to the characteristic strength . 

This strength is dependent on the confinement of the lead core as well as its rate of shear 

strain deformation and the history of loading in terms of the number, amplitude and 

frequency of high-speed seismic motion cycles leading to heating effects (Kalpakidis and 

Constantinou , 2008). 

2.3. Mechanical behavior of lead 

The mechanical properties of lead depend on multiple factors . Indeed, the most 

important are the deformation rate, crystal structure, degree of plastic deformation , and 

temperature. 
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Lead (Pb) has an A 1-type Face-Centered Cubic (FCC) crystal structure, so that it remains 

ductile even at very low temperatures. In LRB, lead is of high purity; i.e. , more than 99.9%. 

In general , plastic flow mechanisms in metals involve processes occurring at the atomic 

scale, such as thermally activated diffusion of atoms and slip/slide mechanism of 

dislocations. In lead , the contribution of thermally activated diffusion to plastic flow (creep) 

is very significant due to its low melting point (TM = 600K approx.), with values of the 

homologous temperature (T /TM) around 0.5 at a room temperature of 20°c = 293K. 

It is very well known that for all metals at 0.4TM creep mechanism become governing . 

Thus, at T/TM values of 0.5, three important processes occur in lead undergoing plastic 

deformation : recovery, recrystallization and grain growth. Kalpakidis and Constantinou 

(2008) describe them as follows : "During recovery, the stored energy of the deformed 

grains is reduced by the dislocations moving to form lower energy configurations such as 

subgrain boundaries, and by the annihilation of vacancies at internal and external 

surfaces. Recrystallization occurs when small , new, undeformed grains nucleate among 

the deformed grains and then grow at their expense. Further grain growth occurs as some 

of the new grains grow at the expense of others." 

It is important to highlight that the greater the percentage of cold work (plastic 

deformation) is, the lower the recrystallization temperature is. Thus, high cold work and 

temperatures facilitate faster recrystallization . 
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As a conclusion , recrystallization leads to smaller grains and makes lead more ductile 

even at low temperatures, which makes it an ideal material to be used in seismic isolators 

to reach high energy dissipation capacity. The unique disadvantage of recrystallization is 

that it inhibits strain hardening, particularly at low strain rates, reducing the ductility of 

lead. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Unified Mechanics Theory 

Unified Mechanics Theory integrates thermodynamics and Newtonian mechanics 

laws to describe irreversible processes, and so degradation evolution occurring in a solid 

system is based on entropy production rate, which is always a non-negative quantity. 

While this theory is not new, however, this is the first application to model the hysteretic 

behavior of LRB. 

Unified Mechanics Theory can be summarized by: 

F = ma(l - <P) = ku(l - <P) (3 - 1) 

where <P is a function of the entropy generation rate of the system which starts from zero 

and gradually progresses to one according to the second law of thermodynamics . 

In the following section , this theory is explained briefly. 

3.1. Conservation laws 

Thermodynamics is based on two fundamental laws: the first law of 

thermodynamics or law of conservation of energy, and the second law of 

thermodynamics, or entropy law. Nevertheless, as mass densities and local momentum 

may change in time, it is also necessary to formulate the laws of conservation of mass 

and momentum (Groot and Mazur, 1962). 
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3. 1. 1. Conservation of mass 

The total mass in any volume element of the system can only change if matter 

flows into or out of the volume element, which can be expressed as: 

dp . - = -dwpv (3 - 2)
dt 

where p is the density and vis the velocity. 

3.1.2. Momentum principle 

Consider a given mass of the medium acted upon by external surface traction t 

and body force b, then the momentum principle can be expressed as: 

d(1/2v2
) 

p dt = div(CJ. v) - CJ: Gradv + pb. v (3 - 3) 

where CJ is the symmetric stress tensor. 

3.1.3. Conservation of energy 

Suppose that the only energy transfer to the system is by mechanical work done 

on the system by surface tractions and body forces, by heat exchange through the 

boundary, and possibly by distributed internal heat sources. Then, the total energy 

content within an arbitrary volume in the system can only change if energy flows into or 

out of the volume through its boundary, which can be expressed as: 

dpe . 
-= -dwJ +pr (3 - 4)dt e 
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where e is the total specific energy per unit mass, Je is the total energy flux per unit surface 

and unit time, and r is the distributed internal heat source per unit mass. 

3.2. Entropy balance 

Entropy is a measure of how much energy is lost during a process, so that it can 

only increase. The variation of entropy dS may be written as the sum of two terms for a 

closed system: 

(3 - 5) 

where Se is the entropy derived from the transfer of heat from external sources across the 

boundary of the system, and Si is the entropy produced inside the system. The second 

law of thermodynamics states that dSi ~ 0, while dSe can be positive, zero or negative. 

Rewriting equation 3-5 in local form : 

ds 
p dt = -divj5 + y (3 - 6) 

where s is the entropy per unit mass, fs is the entropy flux, and y ~ O is the entropy 

production per unit volume and unit time, which can be calculated for a thermomechanical 

process by: 

1 p dwava k 2 pr
y=-O":D----+-lgradTI +- (3 - 7)

T2T T dt T 

where D is the symmetric rate of deformation tensor, Wava is the available work, and k 

is the thermal conductivity of the solid . 
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3.3. Fully coupled thermo-mechanical equation 

The fully coupled thermo-mechanical equation can simulate the evolution of 

temperature in the solid due to any mechanical work with properly imposed boundary 

conditions. The respective formula is the following (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990): 

(3 - 8) 

where C is the specific heat, t:P is the plastic strain, Ak are the thermodynamic forces 

associated with the internal variables Vk, and Ee is the elastic strain. 

Knowing that Akl\ represents only the 5 to 10% of O": iP , equation 3-7 can be simplified : 

a(J
kV2T = pCT 

• 
- O": i 

p 
- pr - Tar : i e (3 - 9) 

3.4. Damage evolution function 

Damage or degradation is the progressive deterioration that occurs in materials 

prior to failure . Cumulative damage analysis plays a key role in life prediction of 

components and structures subjected to load histories (Basa ran and Nie, 2004 ). 

Damage evolution function based on thermodynamics and statistical physics was first 

introduced by Basaran and Yan (1998), who proposed a relationship between entropy 

and degradation for solids undergoing plastic deformations. During the cumulative 

damage process, the internal entropy production , which is a measure of disorder of the 

system, must increase according to the second law of thermodynamics . Thus, it can be 

used for estimating the evolution of damage. 
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Thus, the relation between the entropy per unit mass s and the disorder parameter W is : 

R 
s =-lnW (3 - 10) 

ms 

where ms is the molar mass and R is the gas constant which can be calculated by: 

R = kN0 (3 - 11) 

where k is the Boltzman constant and N0 is the Avogadro's number. 

Now, an isotropic degradation variable ct> is defined as the ratio of change in disorder 

parameter to the current state disorder parameter as follows : 

W - W.0 ms( )cf>= --- = 1- e-R S-So (3 - 12)w 

where W0 is the disorder parameter corresponding to the initial state of the continuous 

medium with entropy per unit mass s0 . The variation in entropy (s - s0) can be calculated 

using the following formula : 

tCJ·iP fto k ftr
/J.s = s - s0 = -·-dt + - -lgrad Tl 2 dt + -dt (3 - 13)

f 2to Tp t T p to T 

In this study, for simplicity, only the first term of this equation was taken into account to 

calculate /J.s . Therefore, certain amount of error is expected . 
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It must be emphasized that only entropy source strength Si should be used as a basis for 

the systematic description of the irreversible processes because Se has no influence in 

the degradation of materials (Basa ran and Nie, 2004 ). 

Given that /1s is a non-negative quantity, ct> ~ 0 is always satisfied . Likewise, ct> = 0 when 

11s = 0 and ct> = 1 when /1s ➔ oo. 

3.5. Degradation coupled viscoplasticity material model 

Unified Mechanics provides a framework for degradation of material properties 

according to laws of Thermodynamics (Basa ran and Nie, 2004 ). 

3.5.1. Degradation coupled constitutive relationship 

In accordance with the strain equivalence principle and Hooke's law, the elasticity 

constitutive relationship (small strains) may be written as: 

(3 - 14) 

where C0 is the original stiffness matrix, dt: is the incremental total strain , dt:P is the 

inelastic strain increment, and dt:r is the incremental thermal strain. 

3.5.2. Von Mises yield surface with isotropic and kinematic hardening 

An elasto-plastic domain is defined according to the following Von Mises type yield 

function: 

13 



(3 - 15)F = I1S - XII - fl",= ✓ cs - X): (S -X) - fie"yo+ R) 

Where F is a yield surface separating the elastic from the inelastic domain, S is the 

deviatoric component of the stress tensor CJ , X is the deviatoric part of the back stress 

tensor describing the position of the center of the yield surface that is changing due to the 

kinematic hardening, Cly o is the initial size of the yield surface, and R is the evolution of 

the size of the yield surface corresponding to isotropic hardening. 

According to Chaboche (1989), Rand Xcan be computed using formulas 3-16 and 3-17: 

(3 - 16) 

. - 2 · P .X - 3c1E - c2Xa (3 - 17) 

where R00 is an isotropic hardening saturation value, c is an isotropic hardening material 

parameter, c1 = X00 is a non-linear kinematic hardening saturation value, c2 is a nonlinear 

kinematic hardening material parameter, and a is the equivalent plastic strain , which can 

be computed by: 

(3 - 18) 

where y is the consistency parameter that is defined properly in 3.5.3. 
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A schematic representation of the yield surface is described in Figure 3-1 . 

a2 

Yield surface after 
isotropic and kinematic 
hardening 

Initial yield 
surface 

al 

Figure 3-1: Von Mises yield surface before and after isotropic and nonlinear 

kinematic hardening in the principal stress space (Gomez, 2006) 

3.5.3. Flow rule and consistency parameter 

The evolution of the plastic strain is represented by a general associative flow rule 

of the form: 

(3 - 19) 

where n is a vector normal to the yield surface that specifies the direction of plastic flow, 

and y is the non-negative consistency parameter which represents the amount of plastic 

flow. For a rate dependent material model, y can be calculated using the equation 3-20: 

. (cp(F)) 
y=--- (3 - 20) 

rJ 

where rJ represents a viscosity material parameter, ( ) are Macauley brackets and cp(F) 

is a specified function defining the character of the viscoplastic flow. 
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3.5.4. Viscoplastic creep law 

The creep law used to model the lead core in LRB (Chapter 5) was the one 

proposed by Kashyap and Murty (1981 ), which was deeper studied by Basaran and Lee 

(2011): 

(3 - 21) 

where, A is a dimensionless material parameter which is temperature and rate dependent, 

D0 is the frequency factor, E is a temperature dependent Young's modulus, b is the 

characteristic length of crystal dislocation (magnitude of Burger's vector), k is the 

Boltzmann constant, n is a stress exponent for plastic deformation rate (where 1/n 

defines the strain sensitivity), d is the average grain size, p is a grain size exponent, Q is 

the creep activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature in Kelvin . Comparing equations 3-19, 3-20 and 3-21 : 

(3 - 22) 

kT (d)P
----- - eRT

Q (3 - 23)17 - AD
0 
E1 -nb b 
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CHAPTER4 

Finite Element Model of a Lead-Rubber Bearing 

4.1. Geometric description of the LRB 

The lead-rubber bearing analyzed herein is shown in Figure 4-1 . 

I" DIA. A325 COUNTER SUNK 
BOLT S I 16 UP + 16 DOWNl 

1r DIA. 
A325 BOLTS 7" OJA . LEAD CORE 

1 ~,, UPPER 

A36 PLATE 

25 RUBBER LAYERS @0 ,4" ,.., 
2 4 GAGE 11 A36 SHI MS"' I" INTERNAL,... 

A36 PLATES 
; • COVE R 

13• LOWER
8 

21. J 
A36 PL ATE1f' DI A, 2 

A3 25 
ANCHOR 
BOL T 

Ir TYP . 

EDGE OF SHIM 

2f ' TYP . 

HOLE FOR 11• DIA. 

ANCHOR BOLT ( BOTTOM ) 
ANO UPPER BOLTS 

Figure 4-1: Geometry of the LRB isolator under study 
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Tables 4-1 , 4-2 and 4-3 sumarize the information from Figure 4-1 , which was used to 

model the LRB in Abaqus. 

Table 4-1: Diameters of isolator components 

Diameter 
Components 

inch mm m 

Plates 43.5 1104.9 1.105 

Shims with cover 37.5 952.5 0.953 

Shims without cover 36.5 927.1 0.927 

Lead core 7.0 177.8 0.178 

Table 4-2: Thicknesses of isolator components 

Thickness 
Components 

inch mm m 

Plates (2) 1.38 34.93 0.0349 

Internal plates (2) 1.00 25.40 0.0254 

Rubber layers (25) 0.40 10.16 0.01016 

Steel shims (24) 0.12 3.05 0.00305 

Table 4-3: Height of the lead core and the isolator 

Height 
Components 

inch mm m 

Lead core 12.88 327.15 0.3272 

Isolator 17.63 447.80 0.4478 

4.2. Properties of materials 

Table 4-4 presents the properties of lead considered in the analysis in ABAQUS 

(see item 3.5.4. and Appendix A for details). The thermodynamics-based damage 

mechanics viscoplastic constitutive model described in item 3.5 was used . 
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Number 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

It is important to clarify that: 

Table 4-4: Properties of lead 

Properties 

R

T 

E0 

E1 

GO 

G1 

cry0 

cry1 

a 
c1=X 00 

c2 
RooQ 

00 1 

C 

A 

DO 

b=B 

k=BK 

d=DS 

p=PS 

n=SN 

Q=CQ 

R=RGAS 

N0=AVNUM 

ms=MOLM 

p=DENS 

Value 
0 K 

1.050E+06 KPa 
-2134 Kpa/K 

3.643E+05 KPa 
-740 Kpa/K 

22955 KPa 
-38.73 KPa 

2.91 E-05 1/K 
5.10E+05 KPa 

180 

9368 KPa 
-18.70 KPa 
383.30 

7.60E+09 

4.88E-05 m2/s 
3.18E-10 m 
1.38E-26 KJ/K 
1.06E-05 m 

3.34 

1.67 

44.70 KJ/mol 
8.314E-03 KJ/(mol-K) 
6.022E+23 1/mol 
2.072E-04 ton/mol 

11.30 ton/m3 

• Properties 1 to 8 and 25 were taken/calculated from the Technical Report MCEER-

08-0027 by Kalpakidis and Constantinou (2008) . For example, the Young's 

modulus E = 0.42GPa at 20°C (see Figure 4-2) was estimated by means of a 

monotonic tensile test of a hig-purity lead specimen . That value can be obtained 

by E = Ea - E1 * T, where Ea = 1.0SGPa, E1 = 0.00213GPa and T = 293.15K. 
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Strain 

Figure 4-2: Determination of the Young's modulus E 

of high-purity lead at 20°C (Kalpakidis and Constantinou, 2008) 

• Properties 9 to 21 were initially regarded as similar to the ones obtained for eutectic 

63Sn/37Pb solder alloys by Gomez (2006). This approximation was made because 

viscoplastic material and hardening properties of pure lead were not available. In 

order to verify the adequacy of such assumption , the monotonic test referred to in 

the previous paragraph was simulated in ABAQUS. As a consequence, properties 

9, 11 and 12 were then divided by four to obtain results in some way consistent 

with those shown in Figure 4-2 (see Figure 4-3) . 

Before modifying properties 9, 11 and 12 After modifying properties 9, 11 and 12 
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Figure 4-3: Simulation in ABAQUS of the monotonic tensile test (20°C) of Figure 4-2 

before (left) and after (right) modifying properties 9, 11 and 12 
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• Given that the second and third term of the equation 3-13 were not considered in 

the analysis, an average increment of 20°C per cycle in the temperature of the lead 

core for the first six loops were deemed based on MCEER-08-0027 report, as 

shown in Figure 4-4. 
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Plates Interfaces 
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Cycle
N 
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-300 
0 50 100 150 200 250 

Tem perature Inc rease (0C) 

Figure 4-4: Vertical distribution of the temperature increase at the center of the lead core 

as a function of the number of cycles (Kalpakidis and Constantinou, 2008) 

Rubber was considered a Neo-Hookean material , and steel as an elastic material (see 

Tables 4-5 and 4-6). Density of rubber was deemed as 1.3 t/m3, and density of steel , 7.9 

t/m3. 

Table 4-5: Properties of rubber 

C10 350 kN/m2 

D1 2.867E-05 m2/kN 

Table 4-6: Properties of steel 

E 200000000 kN/m2 

V 0.30 
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4.3. Algorithm for the subroutine UMAT_CDV.f 

The user subroutine UMAT CDV.f was utilized to model the lead. Table 4-7 

presents the algorithm. 

Table 4-7: Algorightm of the UMAT_CDV.f subroutine 

Update strain 

Compute tria l sta te 

Compute tria l y ield fonction 

Ca ll ewton local and solve g ( t,, y) = 0 for t,, y 

+2 (s. -x,;') :[(1 - D ) 2µt,,e••,+ b •• ,,,.,,r x;' ]} 
If? 

-

-(1 -D)lK(a. +Ht,,r ) -,,.,, r [(t- D)2p +a ••,J-e( 6"7)6 

Update 

ELSE 

Elastic step U.+1 = U:~1 (Ex it) 

ENDIF 

EXIT 
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4.4. Results of the analysis in ABAQUS and comparison with lab test data 

Figures 4-5 to 4-7 show screenshots of the analysis in ABAQUS. 

r : : : 
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;Js SIMULIA 

Figure 4-5: Half of the LRB model in ABAQUS 

ilss1MUUA 

Figure 4-6: Shear strain of 120% at the maximum displacement of 12 in (0.305m) 
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Figure 4-7: Distribution of the shear stress in the lead core 

Figure 4-8 shows the hysteretic behavior of the lead core obtained by Unified Mechanics 

Theory simulations. 
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Figure 4-8: Stress-strain curve of the lead core by Unified Mechanics Theory simulations 
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Figure 4-9 and 4-10 present the hysteresis loops of the LRB under study. 

Force-Displacement Loops of the Lead Rubber Bearing 
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Figure 4-9: Force-displacement loops of the lead-rubber bearing 

analyzed herein obtained using the Unified Mechanics Theory 

Dis t)la emeut iu 

Figure 4-10: Force-displacement loops of the lead-rubber bearing 

studied herein from lab test 
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Tables 4-8 to 4-10 compare the energy dissipated per cycle (£DC), the effective stiffness 

(Keff) and the effective damping (f3etf) obtained from Unified Mechanics simulations and 

laboratory test. 

Table 4-8: Comparison of the energy dissipated per cycle (EDC) 

obtained by Unified Mechanics Theory with that from test data 

EDC (kN-m) 
Cycle 

Test Model 
e (%) 

1 375.0 489.3 30.5 

2 305.0 329.1 7.9 

3 260.0 207.1 -20.4 

Table 4-9: Comparison of the effective stiffness (Kett) 

obtained by Unified Mechanics Theory with that from test data 

Keff (kN/m) 
Cycle e (%)

Test Model 

1 2583.0 2595.5 0.5 

2 2240.1 2130.8 -4.9 

3 2112.4 1836.3 -13.1 

Table 4-10: Comparison of the effective damping (Pett) 

obtained by Unified Mechanics Theory with that from test data 

(3eff
Cycle e (%)

Test Model 

1 0.249 0.323 29.9 

2 0.233 0.265 13.4 

3 0.211 0.193 -8.4 

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the variation of the degradation parameter ct> throughout the 

simulation . Finally, a simple formula is proposed to obtain the damage parameter ct> as 

a function of the number of cycles N (see Figure 4-13): 

(4 - 1) 
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Degradation Parameter Range vs. Time 
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Figure 4-11: Range of the degradation parameter <I> as a function of time 

Average Degradation Parameter vs. Number of Cycles 
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Figure 4-12: Average degradation parameter <I> as a function of the number of cycles 
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Accuracy of the Simple Formula for the Degradation Parameter 
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Figure 4-13: Accuracy of the simple formula proposed 

to estimate the degradation parameter D 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1. Conclusions 

• Although the mechanical behavior of lead depends on multiple factors such as 

temperature and degree of plastic deformation - i.e. it is very complex to describe 

without applying phenomenological fitting polynomials - and several properties 

used to model it in ABAQUS were not obtained for high-purity lead, the match 

between LRB force-displacement curve from Unified Mechanics Theory and the 

one from lab test can be considered very good for the first three cycles . 

• The Unified Mechanics model could capture the important difference in energy 

dissipated per cycle (EDC) between the first and the second hysteresis loops. 

• The percentages of error in EDC, effective stiffness and effective damping were 

7.9, -4 .9 and 13.4% for the second loop. This is particularly important because that 

loop can be considered close to the nominal (average) one. 

• The subroutine UMAT _CDV.f was produced after modifying an original version 

utilized in previous research work. Even though the algorithm was proposed for 

small deformations, it was demonstrated that it can be applied for modelling a lead

rubber bearing which underwent 120% of shear strain . However, error between 

simulations and test data is partly due to this shortcoming of the small-strain 

formulation used . 
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5.2. Recommendations 

• In order to avoid doing adjustments to the values of isotropic and nonlinear 

kinematic hardening parameters of eutectic 63Sn/37Pb solder alloys (only 37% of 

lead) and using their properties, it is recommended to obtain the properties of high

purity lead (99.9%) by means of lab tests . 

• Likewise, it is recommended to include all of the terms of equation 3-13 to calculate 

the variation in entropy per unit mass /1s , and to use a large-strain constitutive 

model instead of the small-strain one of equation 3-14, with the aim of enhancing 

the match with LRB test results, particularly for the inelastic behavior at the 

beginning of the first loop and the elastic behavior in reverse loading. 
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APPENDIX A 

User subroutine UMAT _CDV.f 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C1111111112222 22 2 222 333 3333 333 44444444445 5,555 5,5555,6 6 66 6 666 6 6 77 7 77 7 777 7 77 
C23456789012345678901234567890112345,678901234567890123456789012345678901l2 
C C 
c IJMAT_ COV . f Coupled Damag1e Vi scoplastici ty - Classi cal Theory c 
C C 
C IJSER SUBROUTI NE UIMAT C 
C THREE - DIMENSIONAL AND PLANE STIRAI N ANALYSIS C 
C IJAMAGE MECHANICS THERMOMECHANICAL FATI GUE C 
C COMBINEIJ ISOTROPIC/KINEMATIC HARIJENING VISCO - PLASTICITY C 
C RADIAL RETURN INTEGRATIONS SCHEME C 
C C 
C ORIGINAL VERSION: JUAN GOMEZ AND MINGHUI LIN C 
C LATEST VERSION : M RTIN HERNANDEZ C 
C EILEClHONIC PACKAGING LAB C 
C 102 KETTER HALL C 
C IJNIVERSITY AT BUFFAILO C 
C BUFFALO, NY 14260 C 
C C 
C 3D AND PILANE STRAIN ANALYSIS C 
C NTENS: LENGTH OF STRESS VECTOR C 
C NDI : NUMBER OF NORMAL STRESS COMPONENTS C 
C C 
C STATE VARIABLES DEFINITION C 
C C 
c 1 - 6(4), : Deviat oric elast ic strain vector c 
c 7 ( 5), - 12 ( 8), : Deviat o ric plast ic st rain vector c 
c 13 ( 9), : Equivalent plast ic st rain c 
c 14(10} - 19(13),: Deviat oric back stress vect or c 
c 20 (14), : Damage parameter c 
c 
c 

21( 15),: 
22 (16), : 

Change in ent ropy per un i t mass 
Equivalent Von Mises stress 

c 
c 

C C 
C234567890123456789011234567890i12345,678901234567890123456789012345678901 l2 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE UMAHSlRESS, STATIEV, DDSDDE, SSE, SPD, SCIJ, IRP IL , 
1 DIDSDDT,. DRPLJDE, IJRPUH, SllRAN, IJSTRAN ., TIME , IJTIME, TEMP, 
2 DTBMP,. PiREDEF, DPRED,. CM r AME, NIH ., NSHR, NTENS , INSTATV, 
3 PROPS, NPHOPS, COORDS, IJROT, PNEWDT , CE ILENT , IJFGHIJO, 
4 DFGRDl, NOEL., NPT, LAYER, IKSPT,, KSTEP., KINC) 
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,

INC LUDE ' ABA PARAM.INC ' 
C 

CHARACTER* 80 CMNAME 
C 

DUIENSION STRESS (NTE, S} , STATEV (NSTA:lV ) , 
1 DDSDDE (NTENS, NTENS) , DDSIDDT (NTENS } , DRIP'LDE(NTENS) ,STIRAN{NTENS), 
2 DSTRAN (NTENS), ,.T IME(2 ) , IP'RED EF ( 1), , DPRED( U , PiROPSi(N PiROPSl , 
3 CO ORDS(3 l , DIROT (3 , 3 ), , DFGRD 0( 3 , 3 ), , DFGRD1 (3 , 3 ), 

C 
ontENSION EELASi( NTEINS) , EPLAS(NTENS ) , f LOW1( ITTEINS) , EVP{ NTEINS) 

C 
ontENSION AUXl ( INTENS) , AUX2 i( NTEJN S) , AUX3 (NTENS), , AUX4 ( INTIENS, NTENS), , 

1 ~BACIK(NTENS ),, P( INTENS , NTENS) , STIRESSAUXi( NTENS , 1 ) , S!DEV{ TEJN S, 1 ) , 
2 DSTRTI-IER 1(NTEN S, 1 ) , STSREL (NTENS), , DSTRES (NTENS) , DDSTRA (NTENS., 1 ) , 
3 DSTRANAUX (NTENS, 1 ) , EIF fE1(NTENS), , AUX5 (INTEIN S) , AU~6 i(NTE S, INTEINS) , 
4 AUX7 ( NTEINS, INTENS) , SIREL i( NTIEINS) .,STRESSO 1(NTENS) 

C 
PARAltETER (ZER0=0 .DO, ONE=l.DO , liW0=2.DO, THIREE=3.DO , 

1 TOLER=l. D-6 , TOLEIU =l. D-4 , MAXITER=21J ), 
C 
C 

C I S O T R O P I C M I S E S E L A S T O P L A S T I C I T Y 

C 
c Recover stat e variables 
C 

DO Kl=l , INTEINS 
EELASi( Kl l =STATEVi( Kl ) 
EIP'LASi( Kl l =STATEVi( Kl+NTEINS) 
f LOW ( IKl)=ZERO 

END DO 
C 

EQP LAS=STATEV (2 ·,NTEINS-t1 ) 
C 

DO Kl=l , INTEINS 
XBACKi( Kl l =STATEVi( Kl+2*NTENS+l ) 

END DO 
C 

D=STATEV { 3 INTENS+2 ) 
EINTROMASS=STATEV (3* 1NTEINSt-3 ) 
SMISES=STATEV (3 'NTEINS+4) 

C 
c Ma t e rial prope rt i es 
C 
c Tempe rat ure 

I F ( PROPS ( 1 ) ,. NIE ,. ZERO) TH ElN 
THTA= PiRO PS1(1 ) 

ELSE 
THTA=TEMP+0.500 DTBMP+293 .15D0 

END I F 
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C Young "s modulus 
EMOD=PR.OPS ( 2 }+PROPS 3) Tl-fTA1 

C 
( 

Shear modulus 
GMOD=PROPS ( 4 ), +PROPS 1( 5 ) 'Tl-fTA 

C Poisson ' s rat io 
EIN ll=,( EMOD/ (n,m- GMOD ), ) -0 , E 

C 
SIGO=PRO PS ( 6 ), +PROPS 1( 7 ) 

Initial yield 
Tl-fTA 

stress 

C Coeff ici ent of thermal expa nsion 
CTE=PROPS (8 ), 

C Kinematic ha rdening1 paramet e rs 
HMOD=TWO/THIREE- PROPS ( 9), 

C 
GAJMHARD=OSQRT(liWO/lnHREE) PiROPS{l O} 

C I sotropi c ha rdening1 paramet ers 
RI N FI =PROPS ,( 11 ) +PRO PS (12 ) HffA 

C 
CHARDI=PRO PS{ 13l 

C Di mensionless strai n rat e constant 
A=PROPS( 14 ) 

C Frequency fact or 
D0<=PROPS{ 15 l 

C Burger ' s vector magnitude 
B=PROPS( 16 ) 

C Bol tzman " s constant 
BiK=PROPS{ 17 l 

C Ave rage grain size 
DS=PROPS{ 18l 

C Grai n si ze exponent 
PS=PROPS{ 19l 

C Stress exponent 
SIN=PROPS ,( 20 ), 

C Creep activation ene rg1y 
CQ=PROPS{ 2l l 

C Universal gas constant 
RGAS=PROPS(22 ) 

C Avogad ro "s number 
AVNUM=PROPS ,(2 3 ) 

C Molar mass 
M.OLMA=PROPS,(24 ) 

C Densit y 
DENS=PROPS(25 ) 

C 
SINETA=0. D0 
POWEIR=EXP ( - (Q/ ( IRGAS ' 'THTA) ) 
FLllIDITY=A/{EMOD S ) 1(EMOD B}/(B!K*lnHTA) ( (B/DS )** PS)*D01 POWER 

C 
I F( FLllIDITY.NE. ZERO), THEN 

SNETA=ONE/ FLUIDilY 
END I F 

C 
SIGSAT=RINFI 
HIRDRATE=(l-fARDI 
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c Elast ic stiffness (d eg raded by damage) 
C 

EBlllLK3=EMOD/ 1 
( ONE - lWO* EIN ll) 

EG2 =EMOD/( OINE+ ENll) 
EG=EG2/Thl0 
EG3=liHREE EG 
ELAMl= ,( EBULK3 - EG2 )/lilHREE 

C 
DO Kl= l , IN IDI 

DO K2= 1 , INDI 
IDDSIDD E 1 

( K2, Kl) = Ell.AM 
EKD DO 
DDSIDD E ( K1,Kl } =EG2+ELAM 

ED DO 
DO Kl=NDI+1 , INTIE S 

DDSIDD E ( Kl,Kl } =EG 
ED DO 

C 
CAL L l<SMULT{IDIDSDID E, INTEINS, NTENS, ( OINE - D),) 

C 
c Cal culate predictor (tri al} st ress 
C 

DO Kl= l , INTEINS 
STRESS0 ( IKl ) =STRESS ( IKl) 

EKD DO 
C 

DO Kl = l , INT EINS 
DO K2= 1 ,INTENS 

STRESS 1 
( K2 } = SllRESS ( K2 } +DDS IDD E ( K2 , K 1 } IDSTRAIN ( K 1 } 

ED DO 
ED DO 

C 
SIHYDRQr= ( STRESS ( 1 ) +STRESS ( 2 }+SliRESS ( 3 ) ), /lilHRE E 

C 
C Calm ate relative t ria l st ress 
C 

CALL KPROY ECTOR( P ,NOi , INTENS) 
C 

DO Kl=l , INTE S 
STRESSAUX ( K 1, 1 ) =STRESS ( IK1 ) 

EKD DO 
C 

DO Kl=l ,INTE S 
DSTRA!NAUX ( K 1, 1 ) =DS:lilRA , ( IK1 ) 

EKD DO 
C 

CALL KMMU LT{ P, NTENS, NTE , S, STRES SAUX , NTENS , 1 , SID EV) 
CALL KMMULT,(P,NTENS ,NTE , S,DSllRA AUX, NTENS, l ,IDIDSTRA ) 

C 
DO Kl=l , INT E S 

EE LAS ,( Kl ) =EE LAS ( IK1 ) +DDSTR:A(Kl, 1 ) 
END DO 

C 
DO Kl=l , INDI 

DSTRES ( KU =EG2* ( ON E- D) *ID DSTRA (Kl, 1 ) 
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ENO DO 
DO Kl=NDl+l ., TEINS 

DSTRES ( Kl }1=EG* ( OINE- ID) 'DIDSllRA (Kl, 1 ) 
ENO DO 

C 
DO Kl=l , INTEINS 

STSREL ( Kl } =SIDEV(IKl, 1 ) - XJBACIK{ 1<1 l1 

AUXl ( IK1 ) =STSIREL ( IKl ) - IDSliRES ,( IKl) 
ENO DO 

C 
CALL IKTNO RMI ( AIJXl , A.UXl, AUX llN , NTENS , NDI }, 

C 
c Calculate equi valent Von Mlises stress 
C 

CALL IKTNO RMI (STSIRE l , STSIREL. STSIRELN , 1/ITEIN S • IN IDI ) 
S EQU IV=DSQRT 1( STS RELIN ) 
SMI SES =DSQRT (THIRE E/TWO} ·.SEQ UIV 

C 
c Get t he yi eld st ress f rom t he speci fiedl hardeni111g1 fu nction 
C 

CALL IKUHARDINLIN 1( SYI ELO , SIGH , SIGSAT, EHARDI, EQPLA:S , HRIDRATE) 
SYI ELJDi=SYI EUl1 

C 
c Dete rmi ne if the mat erial yi elds 
C 

IF (SEQUIV .GT,. (OINE+TOLER) · (oNE-IDf SYI EL0) THEN 
C 
c Act ively yields - Perform local Nei.rton ite rations 
c to f i nd consistency parameter andl equivalent plast i c 
c stra i n 
C 
c Sta rts i terations 
C 

ITElR= l 
GAM PAH=ZERO-+l. D- 10 
THETA=O. 500 
PHIINV=0 . DO 
IJETIDG=O. D0 

ANPl=IHJM'IOD (ONE- ID) / i(ONE+GAMHARD * (OINE -D) * (ONE- THETA ) . GAM_ PAR} 
ANPlP= - IHMOD GAf"IHARID· ( ( ONE-D) · TWO) (ONE -THETA) / { 

1 i(ONE+GAMHARJD, (ONE - ID) ,(ONE-THETA) li'GAMI_PAH} * TWO} 
B,NP1 =GAMHARID· AN Pl/lHMOD 
BNPlP=GAMHAHID A!NPlP/ HM:OID 

C 
IF (SINETA .. INL ZERO) THEN 

PiHIIINV= ( ( SNETA/IDTIME) · (ONE/SN},) ·1( GAML_PA!R (ONE/SN) ), 
DETDG;::: (OINE/SIN) i( ( SNETA/DTIME) · (OINE/SN) ) 

1 (GAML_PAR' ( (ONE/SN) - ONE} ) 
E 'O IF 

C 
DO Kl= l ,NTEINS 

AUX2 (Kl )=DSTRE S (Kl ) +,BIN P 1 = · GAML_PA!R *XBACK i( IKl) 
E 'O DO 
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·

,

,

C 
DO Kl=l , NTENS 

AUX3 (Kl ) =AUXl 1( 1<1 )+AUX2 (Kl ) 
END DO 

C 
CALL KTNO RMI1(AUX3 , )(BACK, AUX3XN, NTENS, INDI ) 
CALL l<TNO RMI 1(AUX2 , AUX2 , AIJX21N, NTENS, ND I ) 
CALL KTNO RMI 1(AUXl , AUX2 , AIJXl2N, NTENS , NDI ) 

C 
DO 

C 
FGAMi= (ON E-D),*SYIEllD+ ( EG2 ·{ON E-D )-tANPl) *GPJM_ PAR-DSQRT ( AUXIN 

1 +AUX2N+TWO AUX12N }+PiHIINV 
FJIAC=TW0 ·0EHARDI (OINE-D} /TIH R.EE+( EG2 * (ONE-D) -tANPl), +ANPl P · 

1 GAM_PAR - (B!NP1P GAM_ P/JIR+BIN P1) AUX3XN/DSQRT( AUXllN 
2 +AUX2N+TWO ' AUX12N )- +DETDG 

C 
C Up dat es 
C 

GAM PARl=GAM P~R- -
GAM_ PAR=GAML_PAA - FGAM/ FJAC 
ANPl=HM.OD* (ON E-ID)/ r( 0, E+GAMHARD* (OINE-D) * (ON E-THETA )· GAML_PAA } 
ANPlP= -IHMOD GAIMI HARO ( (0 E-D) ' TWO} (ONE -TI--I ETA)/1( 

1 i(ON E+GAMliARD·*(O, E- ID ) i(ON E-TH ETA) · GAMI_P~R)* TWO) 
BNPl=GAMHARD* ANPl/ lHMOD 
BNP 1P=G/JIMliARD ~NP 1P'/HM.O[) 

C 
IF (SINETA.NL ZERO) THEN 

PHIIINV= ( 1(SN ETA/1D,TIME) · {ON E/SN)-} r(GAMI_P~R* (ON E/SN)), 
DETDG= (ONE/ SIN) 1 

( (SNETA/DTIME) (OINE/SIN)) 
1 ·(GAM_ PAR* · ((OINE/SIN) -ON E)), 

ENO IF 
C 

DO Kl= l , INTE S 
AUX2 ,( IKl) =DSlilRES r( Kl )+BNPl GAM_ PAR* XBACIK (Kl ) 

ENO DO 
C 

DO Kl= l , NTENS 
AUX3 ,( IKl) =AUXl (Kl )+AUX2 r( IKl ) 

ENO DO 
C 

(ALL KlilNO RMIr( AUX3 , XBACK, AUX3XN, ITTEIN S, INDI ) 
CALL KlilNO RMI 1 

( AUX2 , AUX2 , AUX21N, NTENS ., ND I ) 
CALL KlilNO RMI,( AUXl , AUX2 , AUX12 N, INT ENS , NDI ) 

C 
EQPlASl=EQPLAS-tDSQRT (TI-10/THREE) GAM_ PAR: 

C 
(ALL KUIHAR:D LIN 1(SYIELD, SIGO, SIGSAT, EIHAR:DI, EQPLASl, HIRDRATIE) 

C 
IF (ABS ( FGAMI/ FJJK ) • LT .TOLER. AND. 

1 ABS ( 1(GAML_PAA - GAM_P~R.l )/GAM_PAAl L LT TOL EIRU THEN 
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,

C Local Newton al,gorithm conwer,ged 
C Updat e back stresses, plastic stra i ns, elastic st rains, 
C st resses, equivale111t 1plast ic st rain 
C 

CAL L IKTNORli1( AIJX3 ,AUX3, AUX3IN, NTENS, NDI l 
C 

DO Kl= l , NTEIN S 
fLOW(IKl) =AIJX3(Kl)/DSQRT ,(AUX3N) 
AUX5,( IKl) = i( BNPlP GAMI_ PAR+BNPl} *XBACK ( KU 

END DO 
C 

DO Kl= l , INDI 
XBACK{ Kl) =XBACK ( IKl ) +ANPl "GAf1_ PAIR* 

1 i( FLOW( Kl } - GAMHAR.D XBACK (Kl) / IHMOD l 
EVP(Kl} =GAM_ PAIR FLOW,(Kl) 

END DO 
DO Kl=ND I + l , INT EINS 

XBACK,( Kl ) =XBACK ( IKl) +ANPl *GAf1_ PAIR* 
1 i(IF LOW(Kl } - GAMHAIRD XBACK(Kl )/IHMOD)-

EVP(KU =Th'O GAM_ PAR 'FLOW(Kl} 
END DO 

C 
DO Kl= l , INT ENS 

EPLAS ,(Kl) =EPLAS ( IKl) +EVP,(Kl) 
EELAS,( Kl ) =EELAS ( IKl) - EVP,(Kl) 

END DO 
C 

DO Kl=l , INDI 
STRESS (Kl),=SHYDRO+SID EIJ ( IKl, l } -

1 (ONE-D} EG2*GAM_ PAR 'FLOW(Kl} 
END DO 
DO Kl = ND I+l , INTIEINS 

STRESS (Kl ),=SDEIJ ( IKl, 1 ) - ( ON E-D) - EG2* GAMI_ PAR* FLOW (Kl } 
END DO 

C 
DO Kl= l , INTENS 

SHEL( IKl) =SDEV (Kl , 1 ) - i(ON E- D) EG2*GAf1_ PAIR* fLOWi( IK1 ) -
1 XBACK(Kl ) 

END DO 
C 

CAL L KTNORMl (SREL,SREL,SIRELIN,NTENS,NUI) 
SIRELIN~DSQRT ( SHEU~ ) 

C 
EQP LAS =EQPLA:S+ DSQRT ,(TWO/THIREE)· GAf1_PAH 

C 
c Calculate the updated parameter D 
C 

DENS=PROPS( 25 ) 
CONST= PROPS( 24 )/PROPS( 22 ) 

C 
DO I = l ,NTENS 

EINTROMASS=ENTR.OIM11ASS+O. 50 0 (STRESS ( I } +STRESSO ,(I})' EVP{ I ) 
l / i(THTA*DEINS ) 

END DO 
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C 
D=ON E- EXP ( -CONST*ENTROMASS l 

C 
C Collect information 
C 

I F (NO EL. E1Q. 9), THBN 
OPEN ( 105 , file= ' /bl ackelkl/hernanma/Offic i a l /Dama g e. txt' 

1 , position= ' a ppend ' ) 
WRITE (105 , ) , , PT , TIME(2 }+DTIM E, I) 
CLOSE (105 ) 

ENO IF 
C 

60TO 801 
C 

ELSE 
IF (ITER: .GT. MlAXITER) THEN 

C 
OPEN ( 105 , file= '/bl ackelkl/ ernanma/Of f ic i a l / Error. t xt ' 

1 , position= ' app end ' ) 
WRITE (105 , ' ' ) 
WRITE (105 , ) ' ALGO RI THM DID NOT CONVERG ED' 
WRITE (105 , ' ' ) I AT GAUSS POI NT = I , NPT , I ELEMENT= ' ' NOEL 
WRITE (105 , ) I AFTER I 'ITER ' I I TERATIONS I 
WRITE (105 , ' ' ) ' GAM_PAR = ' ,GAM_PAR 
WRITE (105 , ) ' GAM_PARl = ' ,GAM_ PAR:1 
WRITE (105 , ' ' ) ' FGA 1 =' ,FGAMI 
WRITE (105 , ) FJAC = ' , FJIACI 

WRITE (105 , ' ' ) ' FGA 1/ FJA( = ' , FGAMI/IFJ A( 
WRITE (105 , ) (G -Gl)/Gl = ' , (GAMLPAR- GAM_ PAHl)/GAML_PARlI 

WRITE (105 , ' ' ) I EE LAS = I , ( EEI...AS (I ), , I =l , NTENS) 
WRITE (105 , ) I EPLAS = I , ( EPI...AS (I ), , I =l , NTENS) 
WRITE (105 , ' ' ) EQPLAS = I , EQPI...ASI 

WRITE (105 ,*) ' XBACK = ' I (XBA(K (D ,,I =l ,,NTENS) 
WRITE (105 , ) ' Da mage = ' ,D 
WRITE (105 , ,go) ' EN17ROMASS = ' , EINTROMASS 
WRITE (105 , ) ' TIMEl = ' ,TIMEi( U 
WRITE (105 , ) ' TI ME 2 = ' , TIMEO ) 
WRITE (105 , ,go) ' DTI ·1E = I ,DTIM E 
WRITE (105 , ) ' TEMPERAT =I , llHTA 
WRITE (105 , ' ) ' TEMP =' ,TEMP 
WRITE (105 , ·) ' DT E1P =' ,DTBMP 
WRITE (105 , ' ·) ' SMI SES = ' ,SMI SES 

WRITE ( 105 , ' ' ) ' STRAN = ' , (STRAN(I } ,I=l , NTENS), 
WRITE ( 105 , ' ) ' DSTRAN =' , (DSliRAN( U, I =l , INTEINS) 
CLOSE ( 105 ) 

C 
CALL XIT 

C 
ENO IF 

C 
EINO IF 

C 
I TER=ITEIR.+ l 
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C 
END DO 

C 
801 CONTINUE 

C 
ENO IF 

C 
c St ore u1pdated st ate vari ables 
C 

DO Kl=l ,INTE S 
STATEV ( Kl}=EELAS ,(Kl), 
STATIEV ( NTENS+Kl) =EPLAS (IKl) 

END DO 
C 

STATEV ( 2 ITTENS+1) =EQPLAS 
C 

DO Kl=l , INTENS 
STATIEV ( Kl+2* INTENS+1 ) =XBACK ,( IKl) 

ENO DO 
C 

STATEV( 3 ITTENS+2 ) =D 
STATEV( 3 . ITTElNS+3 ) =ENTROMASS 
STATEV( 3· ITTElNS+4) =SMISES 

C 
RETURN 

C 
ENO 

C 
C 
Cl 111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555,6666666666777777777777 
(2345678901234567890112345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890112 
C C 
C lJS ER SUBROUTI NE KlJHARDNLIN C 
C C 
(234567890123456789011234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C 

SUBROUTINE IKUHAJR[) LIN (SYI ELllI , SIGO, SI GSAT, EHARDI, EQPLAS ., IHRDRATE ) 
C 

INCLUDE ' ABA PARAM . INC' 
C 

PARAltETER (ZEIR0=0 . D0 ,0NE=1 .D0 ,TW0=2 . D0 ,THREE=3. D0) 
C 
c Comput e yield stress and hardening rnodlljlu s correspondi ng to EQPLAS 
c I sot rop,i c ha rdeninin,g==> Nonlinea r Chaboche 111odlel 
C Kinematic hardening ==> Linear 
C 

SYI ELDI=DSQRT( liWO/llHREE) * (SI GO+SIGSAT (ONE- EXP ( - HRDIRATP 'EQPLAS))) 
EHARDI =SIGSAT* HRDRATE ,( EXP i( - HIRD RATE*EQPLAS) ) 

C 
RETURN 

C 
END 

C 
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Cl 1111111122222222223333333333444444444455,555555 5,5,6666666666777777777777 
C2345678901234567890123456789012345,67890123456789012345678901234567890112 

C C 
C llSER SUBROIJTINE PROYECTOR C 
c Proj ect any tensor into t he dleviatoric spa ce c 
C C 
(23456789012345678901 1234567890123456789012.3456789012345678901234567890112 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
( 

SUBROUTINE IKPROYECTOR ( P, NDI, NTENS), 
C 

INCLUDE I ABA PARAM' INIC I 
C 

PARAtlETER ( ZEH0=0. D0 ,0NE=l.D0 ,lW0=2.DO ,THIREE=3.D0 ) 
C 

DUtENSION P 1(NTEINS, NTENS) 
C 

CALL KCI....EAR1(P ,NTENS, r TENS) 
C 

PU , U =TWO/THREE 
P( l , 2 )= -0NE/ THREE 
P( l , 3 )= -0NE/ THREE 
P( 2 , 1 )= -0NE/ THREE 
P,(2 , 2 )=TWO/THREE 
P( 2 , 3 )= -0NE/ THREE 
P( 3 , 1 )= -0NE/ THREE 
P( 3 , 2 )= -0NE/ THREE 
P ( 3 , 3 )=TWO/THREE 
DO I =NIH+1 , INTENS 

PO,D =OINE 
ED DO 

C 
RETURN 

C 
E D 

C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C C 
C M A T R I X H A N D L I N G C 
C---- -- ------- U TI LI T I E S BLOCK-------------- C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
(234567890123456789011234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
(234567890123456789011234567890112345,6789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C C 
C USER SllB R.OUTINE KCILEAR (A, N, M) C 
C Clear a real mat rix C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
(23456789012345678901123456789012345,6789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C 

SU BROUTINE IKCLEAR (A,N ,M) 
C 
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INCLUDE ' ABA PARAM . INC' 
C 

PARAIIETER (ZEIR0=0. 0D 0) 
C 

C 
DO I =l ,.N 

DO J= l ,M 
A{ I . JI ) =ZE RO 

END DO 
ENO DO 

C 
RIETURN 

C 
ENO 

C 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C23456789012345678901123456789012345,6789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C C 
C USER SlllB ROUTIN E KMMULT(A,.NRA , NCA, B,.NRB,.NCB,.C} C 
C Real matri x product C 
C C 
CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
(23456789012345678901123456789012345,6789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C 

SUBROUTINE IKMMULT (A, NRA ,NCA, 1B, IN RB, CB, C) 
C 

INC LUDE ' ABA PARAM.INC' 
C 

PARAIIETER (ZERO=O. D0 ) 
C 

DI"ENSION A{NRA, NCA} ,.soma, NCB) 'C{ RA, NC B) 
C 

CALL l<C LEAR{C, NRA, NCB ) 
DUM=ZE RO 
DO I =l ,.NRA 

DO J =l ,NCB 
DO K=l , NCA 

DUM=OUM+A (I , K ) · B ( K, JI) 
EINO DO 

C(I,J )=OUMI 
DUMi=ZERO 

END DO 
ENO DO 

C 
RIETURN 

C 
ENO 

C 
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cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
(23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C C 
C USER SUBROUTINE KSMU LT (A,NR,NC,S) C 
C Mat rix times a seala r C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
(234567890123456789011234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C 

SUBROUTINE IKSMULT (A, NR, NC, S) 
C 

INC LUDE ' ABA PA.RAM . INC' 
C 

C 
DO I = l ,NIR 

DO J= l ,NC 
DlrrM'U=A U, J) 
A(I,J )=S DUM 
DlrrM'U=0 . D0 

END DO 
END DO 

C 
RIETURN 

C 
END 

C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
(2345678901234567890123456789012345,6789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C C 
C USER SUBROUTINE KlNORMI (A, 1B ., AB ., NTENS, NDI) C 
c Elemen t s of mat ri x A mult.iplied by the cor respondli n,g ones of B c 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
(234567890123456789011234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
C 

SUBROUTINE IKTNORM (A , B , AB,. NTENS, ND I) 
C 

INCLUDE ' ABA PA.RAM.INC' 
C 

ou,ENSION A,( INTE S), B(NTENS} 
C 

AB=0 . 0D0 
DO Kl=l ,.NDI 

AB=AB+A { K 1) B ( IKl ) 
END DO 
DO Kl=INIDI+l ,NTENS 

AB=AB+2. 0D0* A( IK1) · 'B (Kl ) 
END DO 

C 
RIETURN 

C 
ENO 
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, ,

,

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890112 
C C 
C USER SUBROUTINE KTIMULT(A' NRA I NCA I B' NRB' NCB ' C, ND I ) C 
C Multip,le KTNORMI subroutines C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
(234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890112 
C 

SUBROUTINE KTMULT(A, NRA, r CA, B,NRB , NCB , C, INIDI) 
C 

INCLUDE ' ABA PARAM.INC' 
C 

PARAMETER (ZBRO=O. DO ), 
C 

DI"ENSION Ai( INRA, NCA), ,.Bi( RB , NC B}, C,(NM , NC B) 
C 

CALL KClEAR ,.NIRA, CB )1 

DUM=ZERO 
(( 

DO I =l ,NIRA 
DO J =l ,NCB 

DO K=l , D·I 
DUM=DUM-tA(I,IK) B(K,JI ) 

END DO 
DO K=NDI+l , INRB 
DUM=DI.JM+2 .0D0 A(I, IK )*Bi( K. JI} 
END DO 
CO , Jl }=DUM 
DUM=ZERO 

END DO 
END DO 

C 
RETURN 

C 
END 
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